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THE NEW TOPIARY is one of the most exciting books on plant sculpture ever produced. Sure to redefine the term "topiary," it is the first book to fully detail the techniques & materials used in this new field. Topiary is no longer confined to traditionally shaped hedges,
but is extended to include quick-growing ivies & perennials. Cubes & cones, monsters, birds & whimsical animals, all dressed in living green, are equally attainable. The latest American adaptation to topiary - imaginatively stuffing designed frames with sphagnum moss in
which ivy & creeping figs actually grow & thrive - is described in detail. Closely guarded secrets from Longwood Gardens (near Philadelphia) are revealed for the first time. Here are the secrets behind Longwood's exotic displays - from tiny animals to cascading
chrysanthemums to self-watering life-size elephants. Years of practical development & research have gone into this book. The snags, pitfalls & the disappointments are eliminated by the confident, step-by-step instructions & ideas of an expert who is the foremost authority
in this colorful modern approach to decoration with plants. Aided by 235 color illustrations & 385 drawings, the reader will quickly learn how to train these "living ornaments" into almost any shape imaginable.
The New Topiary
Roots and References
The American Florist
United States Overseas Air Cargo Services
Florists' Review
Funeral flowers are many things - a tribute to the deceased, a comfort to the bereaved and a source of joy for all at a sad time. The challenge is to design sensitive, personalized creations for the client at a competitive price. This book is full of ideas and inspiration for the client to select, for the funeral director to use and for florists to follow. This beautiful and practical
book sets out many options for the florist so their funeral work can provide a personalized and thoughtful tribute. It starts with a visual feast of designs, organized by season and colour, and then explains in detail how to make key floral tributes, to best serve the client and to build a successful business. It showcases over a hundred full-colour floral tributes, and
demonstrates twenty step-by-step examples of how to make key arrangements. It explains how to create original designs, from initial planning and sketching to final ideas. Finally, advice is given on efficient ordering and costing for profitability and reduced wastage, as well as environmental considerations. Written by a leading florist, it demonstrates tenderness and
care in every aspect of a sensitive and emotional final journey, so that funeral flowers can best mark the loss and celebrate the life of a loved one.
WAVAI Curriculum Guide for Instruction in Wisconsin High Schools
National Union Catalog
Antiquarian Bookman
The Weekly Florists' Review
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints

This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe
this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation
process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
Ornamental Horticulture
Domestic Commerce Series
Year Book of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society with the Annual Report for ...
Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971
Funeral Flowers for Professional Floral Designers
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Telegraph Delivery Spirit
Year Book
Based on a Series of Articles on Floral Designing by Frank Pisternick and Irving G. Moore, which Appeared Under this Title in the Florists' Review
A Bibliography of Literature on Its Past, Present, and Future, the Various Means of Disposition, and Memorialization
Dictionary Catalog of the Art and Architecture Division
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